Bluetooth Speaker Camera
This is a working bluetooth speaker that has a WiFi
and IP enabled spy camera and recording system
cleverly concealed within. Full HD quality video footage
with superb audio recording all make it perfect for
covert room surveillance wit the ability to remotely and
control from afar.

Product Code: BT5C

£245.00 (exc. VAT)

£294.00 (inc. VAT)

Fitting a new type of everyday device into a room setting in order to
obtain covert video and audio surveillance is an ongoing challenge. The
Bluetooth Speaker Camera system certainly fulfils the criteria because it
is an unobtrusive item that can fit easily in a modern room setting, with
the bonus that it will function perfectly as you would expect a standard
bluetooth speaker should.

WiFi and IP Capability Built-in
Want to watch what is happening live? This unit has both WiFi and IP
capability so by using an app on your Smartphone or tablet you can
watch streamed video, with audio from the other side of the world if you
wish (requires local router link-up). Alternatively you can remote control,
stream video and setup the camera system without need for a router
from a distance of up to 50 metres. You can download recorded video,
set the time to match that on your smartphone or tablet, start/stop
recording, format the SD card and even hide the SSID so nobody else
can detect your covert camera unit. The video recording memory
storage is a micro SD card system that has a maximum capacity of
32GB (a 16GB card is included as standard).

Automatic Motion Detection Recording
Although it is good to be able to view â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153;
footage, it is not always possible to watch as it happens, so probably
one of the most important features of a spy camera system must be the
ability to record video footage in response to motion in front of the
camera lens

Features
Nice, clean generic design of
‘working’ bluetooth speaker with
in-built covert spy camera and
DVR
Functions like a normal bluetooth
speaker enabling playback of
music and sounds form your
smartphone or tablet
Wide angle camera discreetly
included in one of the vertical
grilles giving correct aspect when
on a desk or table in its natural
position
Easy to use and with fast start up –
internal rechargeable battery or
longterm use connected to mains
power supply
Up to 180 minute recording time
(on battery with bluetooth off)
Through-the-lens motion detection
on or off – Overwrite function
available
High quality video resolution –
Switch between 1080p, 720p or
480@ 30 frames per second (real
time)...

Please note that more information available online.
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